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Management Summary

What is 
Customer Experience?



Why is Customer Experience (CX) important?

Varshneya and Das (2017)
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Delivering a commodity brings relatively small value, whereas adding Customer Experience:



Adding Customer Experience to components and 
products often increases distinctiveness and value
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“Customer Experience is
the new marketing”

–– Steve Cannon, CEO of Mercedes-Benz USA



How popular is Customer Experience (CX)?

2010

2016

36%
of companies compete on the basis of

customer experience

89%
of companies compete on the basis of

customer experience

Originally based on Gartner (2014) and integrated with additional sources © CIC | 6



De Keyser et al. (2015); Verhoef et al. (2009)

What does Customer Experience (CX) mean?

Customer experience is comprised of 
the cognitive, emotional, physical, 
sensorial, and social elements
that mark the customer’s direct 
or indirect interaction(s) with 
(an)other market actor(s).
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Core elements translated from theory into practice

EXTERNAL
Customer 

Perspective

INTERNAL
Corporate 

Perspective

Think

Feel

Sense

Act

Relate
Five key elements of CX 
inspired by Schmitt (1999)



Often there’s a gap between what a company does 
and what a customer thinks and feels about that

Think

Feel

Sense

Act

Relate

Five key elements of CX inspired by Schmitt (1999)

ME/US
THEM

G
A
P
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Corporations don’t always relate their projects to
Customer Experience and cause a dangerous gap

� Cost cutting activities, e.g. reduce the handling times of call center 
employees, reduce the availability of the call center, force customers to
use the website instead of calling, etc.

� Turnover improvement activities, e.g. selling more to the top 100 
customers right now may bring them products they would not have been 
willing to buy.

› How does that translate into what customers feel and think of you?
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Customer Experience Management starts with…

“You’ve got to start with the
customer experience and work back 

toward the technology, not the other
way around.”

–– Steve Jobs
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›IT

›R&D
›Finance

›Operations

›Communication

›Legal

›HR

Customer Experience Management doesn’t end… 

McKinsey (2017) © CIC | 12

within your own department, that is what makes implementing overly complicated



Can you really make the difference?

Organizations are changing with an internal focus on analyses, projects, systems… 

…but too often the external perspective is lacking.

Therefore
How do my actions make 
the customer think and feel?

McKinsey (2017) © CIC | 13



Why is Customer Experience
so important for Corporations?

It delivers more value!


